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“It’s rare to find an anthology whose entries are consistently well written and delightful to read. Good Roots:
Writers Reflect on Growing Up in Ohio is just that. .
. . Every piece in this book is a gem.”
—The Bloomsbury Review
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“One of the deep pleasures of Good
Roots: Writers Reflect on Growing
Up in Ohio is its rousing examples
of the intimacy of place. . . . Editor
Lisa Watts had the clever idea of
inviting 20 gifted poets, novelists
and nonfiction writers to consider
their Ohio beginnings. She enhances
the appeal of this anthology with
childhood snapshots at the start of
each writer’s section.”
—The Plain Dealer
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Reading Guide
TOPICs for Discussion

1. Poet and essayist Elizabeth Dodd
writes of ravines, creek beds, and hollows of Southeast Ohio and the legacy
of that landscape in her life. Was there
a significant feature, historical event, or
landmark where you grew up that you
believe had an influence on your life?
2. P. J. O’Rourke claims that he’d
move back to Toledo if it weren’t for
the wholesomeness of the place—it
wouldn’t prepare his children for the
world. What small town stereotypes
does he employ to describe Toledo and
its residents?
3. Julie Salamon is the daughter
of Hungarian Jews, the only Jews in
Seaman, Ohio. Describe the ethnic mix
of your neighborhood or hometown
and how it shaped your views.

4. Many of the writers—Jill Bialosky,
Alix Kates Shulman, Michael Dirda—
describe coming back home after they’ve
grown up. How do the writers’ experiences compare? Describe your own
experience with returning home as an
adult.
5. In “The Death of the Hired Man,”
Robert Frost writes, “Home is the place
where, when you have to go there/
They have to take you in.” How do you
interpret this statement? Which of the
writers included in Good Roots have a
less-than-perfect image of “home”?

6. Rita Dove pays homage to the
buckeye in one of her poems. How
many state “emblems” can you
name? What other things might symbolize the state of Ohio besides the
buckeye?
7. Michael Dirda admits that he
mythologizes about his hometown
because “childhood can be a golden
age no matter where it is spent.” Why
might that be true?
8. James Toedteman launched a
career in journalism with a story about
a bunny rescue written when he was
a third-grader. What “precursors”
did you have of the job or career you
ultimately pursued?
9. Most of the writers in Good Roots
have left their home state. What
might be the reasons for this?
10. What is one of the best articles,
stories, or books you’ve ever read
about “home”?
11. Although the book is divided into
three sections based on the types of
communities where the writers grew
up—cities, towns, rural areas—what
strings connect these places beyond
the home state?
12. Whether it’s Jeff Smith’s sycamores, Alix Shulman’s streetcars, or
(continued on next page)

Anthony Doerr’s snowfalls, what role
does place play in these pieces?

15. Thinking about Mark Winegardner’s afterword, what other
books would fit in a literature of the
Midwest? Why isn’t that much of a
recognized genre?

13. P. J. O’Rourke writes about Toledo
and Michael Dirda about Lorain, but
they express a few of the same sentiments. In what ways to they remember
their hometowns similarly?

16. What effect is created by collecting these pieces in one book, as
opposed to reading a few of them
separately?

14. Compare the poetry contributions from Jill Bialosky, Rita Dove,
and Mary Oliver with the essays. How
does form affect content? Is one more
evocative of a place and childhood than
the other?
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For additional discussion topics, or to download this reading guide,visit
www.ohioswallow.com and search for the Good Roots book page.
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